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CHALLENGES
OF THE CLOUD

Without one single best way to deliver
technology solutions, organizations need to
avail themselves of the various benefits that
the cloud can provide in specific situations
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we get to focus on our business – better serving the residents of Digby and councilors.”
–Tom Ossinger, Chief Administrative Ofﬁcer, Town of Digby

Providing value for government organizations
with document-driven processes.
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) from Ricoh helps you focus your time and energy where
it really matters: serving your customers.
Streamline information access, manage documents from any device, and auto-classify ﬁles
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of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Harness the power of RCloud Enterprise
Content Management today.
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Keeping in Touch
By Guillermo Ferrero,
President, MISA BC

ON BEHALF OF the MISA BC executive, I would like
to welcome you to the 2014 MISA Fall Conference
in beautiful Kelowna! We have a great number of
participants this year and a fantastic program. I would
also like to welcome other chapters from across the
country and our sister organizations as they continue to
support MISA.
The conference committee, led by Rob Entwistle,
has done a fantastic job attracting high level keynote
speakers and quality presentations for this year’s
program. I am personally looking forward to gaining
inspiration from Jer Thorp, Dr. Jennifer Gardy and
Linda Edgecombe.
MISA showcase continues to attract great municipal
presenters, and I would like to congratulate all
participants for bringing their innovative projects and
sharing them with the MISA family – our best chance at
advancement is by working together in providing our
citizens with valuable and cost-effective services.
Big Data? Open Data? Cloud Data? Data, Data,
Data is the theme of this year’s MISA BC conference,
and we continue to look for strategies to deal with
the growing challenges that our municipalities face. I
encourage you to seek answers from your colleagues
about managing the data (at least, that’s what I’m
going to be doing this year).
Data and information management is the core of
the municipal IT role, and it is not getting any easier
over time. As we implement additional systems,
create integrations between different data stores,
and move more business logic into the application
layer, managing the information required to run a
municipality is becoming more complex every year.
One of the challenges we face is how and where
to store the information we’re collecting. Faster
network speeds provide us with more flexibility on
storage architecture, and storage itself is getting faster
with the introduction of solid state drives for both
cache and primary storage, and more complex with
de-duplication and integration between storage and
backup solutions for delta-based backups. Beyond
local storage, cloud based storage remains of interest
and with either Canadian providers or the right mix
of information and consent, still has a potential role to
play in our solutions.
Records management has been on our radar for
years, and continues to require ongoing consideration
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and effort, particularly in the face of Freedom of
Information & Protection of Privacy requirements. All of
our systems need to have clear retention and disposal
policies, and comprehensive abilities to query and
output records in response to very broad requests.
This is particularly challenging as we bring on more
methods of communication such as instant messaging
and social media, alongside ever-increasing amounts
of unstructured data.
As long as we are investing in storing increasing
amounts of data, we also need to look at finding ways
of maximizing our investment. Recent advances in
the analysis and evaluation of Big Data have shown
that the intrinsic value in data may not always be
realized unless we take the time to think about what
other questions we could answer from the data we
could store. For instance, are you using your CRM
call volume and locations to help prioritize bylaw
enforcement and public works utility resources? Are
assessment valuations and dollar loss prevention
reports being used to ensure optimal fire station
placement rather than just drive time analysis? Is all
data being provided to the public to allow maximum
value to be derived from it, not just internally but
externally as well?
Rather than focusing solely on ever-increasing data
storage, I encourage you to work smarter. Ensure
that you are spending enough time on policies and
education. Be proactive about ensuring application
of your document retention policies. I would like to
pose a challenge for the IT community: Look at data
from the other side. What are you storing? What are
you backing up? Work closely with your Legislative
Services Department to work in policy, then find a
management solution that works for your organization
and continue to educate your users about storage and
that they don’t have to keep “every single email.”
Without a doubt, data will bring challenges as
we continue to store more and more of it; however,
we have an opportunity to work together to build
policy, education and data management options that
give us the solutions we need. As you listen to the
presentations and visit our supportive vendors, pose the
question, “Do I really need this data in the first place?”
Enjoy your time in Kelowna and find time to try
some of the world-renowned wines you will find in
this area. ■

Let’s talk
Navigating the complex world of business technology
can be a challenge. SaskTel can help you overcome
these challenges by providing:
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• Strategies for systems implementation
placement instructions
• Expert solutions to suit your unique business needs
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With world-class infrastructure and local Experts, SaskTel
is committed to providing you quality end-to-end solutions
for your business.

Insight. Strategy. Expert solutions.

sasktel.com/business
Your Life. Connected.™
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Municipal News
Across Canada

City of Edmonton Launches
New 311 App
THE CITY OF Edmonton has introduced a new mobile
app to make it easier for residents to contact 311.
The app is free and can be used to report potholes,
damaged sidewalks, damaged trees, litter and graffiti.
“With this free mobile app, citizens can be our eyes
and ears,” said Mayor Don Iveson. “With just a few
clicks on your phone, you can let us know where there
is a problem. We can work together to keep Edmonton
a great place to live.”
Using the app, Edmontonians can take a photo of a
service issue and the GPS in the phone pinpoints the
location. The photo and your short description of the
problem are instantly uploaded onto the app’s display.
The 311 contact centre receives the information and
passes it to the City department responsible for follow
up.
“The Edmonton 311 App is another way that the
City of Edmonton makes interacting with us easier,”
said Mayor Iveson. The City will continue to update
the app and hopes to increase the number of service
issues that can be reported.
The app is one of the projects the City is introducing
under the banner of Open City, which is an initiative
to open new channels for information to flow between
citizens and the City. The 311 mobile app is one
example of a new way Edmontonians and City staff
can work together on issues that matter to them.
To download the app, go to the iTunes App Store
or Google Play. The app is available for iPhone and
Android smartphones.

City of Surrey Launches Election Website
Surrey, BC has launched a new engagementdriven elections website that will provide voters with
information on the upcoming municipal elections
(November 15, 2014).www.surrey.ca/election is
computer and mobile friendly giving you an optimal
web experience on all computers, tablets and mobile
devices. Features of the site include:

•	Up to date election information, including voting
locations, candidate profiles and election events.
•	A blog that invites members of the community
to contribute what issues they would like to see
addressed by the candidates.
•	A Twitter feed with election-related content that will
display tweets favourited by the City to showcase the
ongoing conversation leading up to the election.
•	News articles and columns from local news media.
As the election nears, the site will be updated with
more information about candidates, voting locations,
debates and events.

MISA Ontario Launches 5-Year Strategic
Planning Process
The association recently hired Prior & Prior as
consultants in the development of a new 5-year
strategic plan. The initiative began in June and will
continue through the end of 2014, with a formal plan
being released in Q1 2015. Engaging key stakeholders
and holding public town halls will assist in identifying
priorities moving forward and will help shape the
future of MISA Ontario.
“This initiative is fundamental to the future success
of the association”, notes Dan Munns, President of
MISA Ontario. “It is critical that we engage our
members in this dialogue and continue to focus on
delivering relevant benefits. It’s all about the
value proposition and sustainability of a
thriving association.”
Members have the opportunity to provide input to
the new strategic plan by visiting our Strategic Plan
Home Page http://misaontario.site-ym.com/members/
group.aspx?id=140617. Members are also invited to
participate in a one-day strategic planning forum,
happening on September 11 from 10:00 - 3:00
in Burlington. Members are invited to register for
the forum on the MISA Ontario website under the
Calendar section ■
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MISA BC’s Spring Conference
ABOUT 40 DELEGATES attended MISA BC
Spring held at the Rockwater Secret Cove
Resort on BC’s Sunshine Coast for a day
and a half of professional development
and the association’s AGM. Three
speakers led half-day sessions: Sue Leather
on Managing Change, John Talbot on
Situational Leadership, and John Singleton
on Interpersonal Communication. There
were many take-aways from the sessions
and everyone had an awesome time at the
bonfire/fireball on the beach!
Pictured are members of MISA BC
Executive and Committee Chairpersons:
Kristin Wilkes (Education), Darin Young
(Sponsorship), Barbara Davey (VP), Bill
Grant (PP), Dennis Oudijk (Vendor Liaison),
Joanne Henry (Membership), Guillermo
Ferrero (President), Chris Mazzotta
(Treasurer), Ken Ogden (Communications),
Clifton Lo (Vendor Liaison), Jason Birch
(Website). ■

Your Citizens want an easy way to stay connected
- anytime, anywhere, on any device.
You need to know that information is being
delivered through a source you trust.
PingStreet: A location-based municipal app,
downloadable to mobile devices that allows
for instant, current and mobile access to
relevant government information.
•
•
•
•

Elections
Utility Rates
Current Events
Road Closures

•
•
•

Schools

Hospitals
Garbage and
Recycling

It’s for your citizens and easy for you.

email products@esolutionsgroup.ca or visit pingstreet.ca
esolutionsgroup.ca I (519) 884-3352 I 1-800-265-6102
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TECHNOLOGY FOR
YOUR MUNICIPALITY

CDW.ca/lenovo

TOP SELLER
Lenovo ThinkPad T440p
Incredible performer at a great price point. Ideal for municipalities
looking to maximize their department dollars.
CDW 3160312

$1016.09¹
• 4th generation Intel® Core™ i5-4200M processor (2.50GHz)
• Wi-Fi Intel® Centrino® 7260 b/g/n + Bluetooth 4.0
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HP Oﬃcejet Pro X576dw
Multifunction Printer (colour)
The next generation of printing is here. Print
professional-quality colour—up to twice the speed and half
the cost per page of colour lasers—using HP PageWide
Technology. Help municipal workgroups thrive with versatile
functions and easy manageability.
CDW 2958855
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• Mfr. speed rating: up to 70 ppm printing & scanning
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• Duty cycle: up to 75,000 pages per month
• Improve workﬂow - send quick faxes, scan documents
to a PC, email and more

Utility & Eﬃciency
Your municipality is looking for technology that brings productivity and eﬃciency to its departments. That’s why we provide you with the
people, the products, and the expertise to get your municipality operating at its highest performance, while running at its lowest cost.

800.493.7651 | CDW.ca/municipal
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MISA Ontario Conference Attendees
Face Challenges with Energy
and Enthusiasm
By Scott Bury, special to Municipal Interface

TODAY’S MUNICIPAL INFORMATION managers
are facing a growing list of challenges with fewer
resources to deal with them, but the mood at the
2014 annual MISA Ontario Annual Conference and
Trade Show in Ottawa was upbeat. Far from being
apprehensive, attendees seemed to be eager to tackle
today’s challenges with new, innovative solutions.
The conference’s theme, “Transforming Client
Experience,” was brought out in three streams: “The
Changing Workplace,” “Doing More With Less” and
“How We Deliver IT Services.” Together, they reflected
the mindset of the attendees. From the welcome by
Ottawa Mayor Jim Watson to the opening keynote by
Ottawa Deputy City Manager, City Operations, Steve
Kanellakos, through every breakout session, municipal
IT professionals shared, spoke and learned about
better ways to deliver IT services more effectively and
with fewer resources in a rapidly evolving working
environment.
“For the first time, IT is at the forefront of solving
citizens’ issues, rather than just a back-office service,”
said Elaine Panke, Acting Director of Information
Technology Services/CIO from the City of Ottawa. This
is an opportunity for municipal information managers
to shine.

Sharing Ideas
The Ottawa conference drew over 550 delegates. “It’s
a strong turnout, slightly down from last year, but I think
that can be attributed to the fact that Ottawa is in the
far eastern corner of the province, while last year’s
location in the Cambridge-Kitchener-Waterloo area
was much more central,” said Dan Munns, president of
the MISA Ontario.
“Attendance is strong,” he added. “People know
they’ll be better off sharing information and ideas, and
even the smaller municipalities can contribute ideas to
the biggest ones.”
Top of mind among municipal information managers
this year, said Munns, is one of the breakout themes:
doing more with less. “The public expects more from
government today. Citizens will tell the city if something
is wrong with a telephone pole and expect it to be
fixed, even though the city doesn’t own the telephone
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pole. It may be hard to determine just who owns which
asset. Technologies like GIS can help.”
Another wrinkle is that 2014 is a municipal election
year. “There are lots of conversations by candidates
and incumbent mayors and councilors about
sustainability and delivering value,” Munn said. “We
have to look at how we internally deliver value and
be receptive and aware of upcoming technology and
new ways of doing things. It’s not about the technology
itself, but how it’s implemented to bring value.
“It’s exciting – transforming is so relevant at this
time,” he said.

Excitement Is Contagious
Mary Mayo of the City of Mississauga, an attendee,
described some of the challenges facing her city. “The
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Courtesy David Laneville, City of Timmins

workforce is aging and there are going to be a lot of
people retiring soon. That is going to have a major
impact.”
She described the changes her city’s information
technology systems have gone through. The City of
Mississauga is aggressively implementing mobile
and wireless technology. “Last year, the motto was
‘Mobility First’; now it’s ‘Wireless First.’ Mississauga is
moving a lot of data to the cloud and using softwareas-a-service. It’s an exciting technology. The cloud will
change the whole dynamic of municipal information
technology, how vendors work with us, how citizens
access technology, everything.”
Richard from the Region of York said he came
for networking, sharing ideas and to see what other
municipalities are doing in information technology.
“Big and small municipalities alike face similar issues,”
he said. “Technology develops fast and people’s
expectations are much higher than they used to be.
When disruptive technologies come along, they change
what we do.” The current example is mobile technology,
which is completely transforming all information
technology systems. “I just saw a demonstration of a full
enterprise app as a subscription, running on an iPad,
producing beautiful reports. Governments can’t keep up
with the pace of the technology sector.”

The Vendors
Courtesy David Laneville, City of Timmins

In addition, the conference was well supported by
some 65 vendors who set up exhibits in the Canada
Hall of the Ottawa Convention Centre. Like the
attendees, vendors seemed excited by the prospects of
meeting today’s challenges.

The Challenges

Courtesy David Laneville, City of Timmins

Elaine Panke outlined some of the challenges facing
municipal IT departments today. IT managers are
facing huge challenges in a time of change—and
during an election year, to boot. But none of that
dampened the mood. In fact, attendees seemed to
enjoy the opportunity to take on the challenges with
their creativity, ability and knowledge they were more
than willing to share.
“Like all businesses, we’re working with strapped
budgets. We’re not going to get more employees to do
the work.”
For example, the City of Ottawa is encouraging new
ways of doing things on several fronts. “We’re working
with businesses and the federal government, the major
employer in this city, to accommodate more working
from home, partly to reduce traffic congestion at rush
hour – especially during construction season,” Panke
explained. New technologies such as cloud-based
computing not only help achieve this, they also reduce
costs for municipalities.
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At the same time, citizens expect more from their
municipal systems. “There’s less tolerance of outages,”
said Panke. Citizens want to be able to make one
call to remedy an issue from graffiti to potholes to a
power outage, no matter how many different municipal
departments may have to get involved.
Accomplishing this required a different kind of
thinking, which emerged as another common theme at
the conference: cutting across “silos.”

Bringing It All Together
One of the breakout sessions brought all the themes
together: “From Silos to Integration – A Transformation

Journey.” Devesh Shah, Program Manager ESD Asset
Management Strategy with the City of Ottawa walked
attendees through Ottawa’s implementation of a fully
integrated EAP system.
At the beginning of the transformation, the city had
100 different services, 300 users and 70,000 work
orders per year, all organized into 16 different “silos”
– separate functional areas that did not communicate
all that well. Aging assets from pumps to sewers to
roads meant that the cost of services was rising while
the citizens were demanding the city keep a lid on
maintenance costs.
Beginning in 2010, the city integrated
geographical information systems (GIS), records

Core Values
Learning Brick’s program is
enriched by our core values:

integrity
At Learning Brick we strive to
provide all our customers with a
solution that is exclusively yours.
We are prepared to listen to your
needs and ensure that the service
we deliver meets all your demands,
satisfies your objectives and fits
your company culture.
We offer Certified Instructors that
can teach On-Site or at Our Site.

We are also excited to offer
10% off to all AMCTO &
MISA members.

14699507_Learning.indd
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respect
excellence
Vision
Learning Brick helps people by
educating in a welcoming
atmosphere.
Mission
Learning Brick’s mission is to
provide training that relates to
the skills needed for your
continued success. We are
dedicated to excellence at
every opportunity.
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management and mobile applications with its 3-1-1
call centre – a single number that citizens can call
to report anything from a pothole to a broken water
main to missed garbage pickup.
Today, incoming calls get routed in real time to the
appropriate city supervisor, providing a single point
of contact for the resident. The supervisor generates a
work order, which the MIS distributes to all sections and
staff needed to satisfy the call. Maintenance reports,
inspection reports, even photographic and video
information all get downloaded to mobile devices to
ensure that the workers dispatched to provide service
have everything they need. On the work site, all the
information is then uploaded to the GIS and MIS in real
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time. “We estimate that we prevented 20 to 25 water
main breaks per year since implementing this system,”
said Shah.
Cutting across the silos meant more than
connecting information systems; people had to learn
how to talk to people on other teams. “We learned
we have to empower team members to make decision
to avoid delays.
“Business process integration is harder than
technology integration,” Shah said. “Change is
not always welcome.” To get staff, supervisors and
managers to support the effort required to make the
changes, he said “don’t sell the route, sell
the destination.”

GOMOBILE

Mobile Solutions for Smarter Incident Reporting

WWW.INTERGRAPH.CA/MOBILEALERT

© 2014 Intergraph Corporation. All rights reserved. Intergraph is part of Hexagon. Intergraph and the Intergraph logo are registered trademarks of
Intergraph Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and in other countries.
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The Human Side
The human dimension was another theme that cut
across the issues. Sabina Visser, GM of Information
Technology, described how the City of Lethbridge,
Alberta, had to learn to take the human dimension
into account before it could realize the benefits of
technological upgrades.
Two years after installing a new MIS, Lethbridge
wondered why it was seeing no improvements. When
she asked city managers “Why?,” she heard, “We
don’t believe in this.”
Rather than cooperating across silos, work teams
within the city were protecting their turf. Making the new

A CANADIAN-BASED
CLOUD SOLUTION
BUILT FOR YOUR
MUNICIPALITY

information systems work effectively required a human
transformation, as well. Visser began a program designed
to build trust between teams, get different departments
and sections to communicate effectively and enforce the
idea that “it’s not okay not to talk to each other.”
Essential to the success of the initiative was
connecting each team to the “big picture,” Visser said,
almost echoing Devesh Shah’s conclusion about effecting
change in Ottawa.
Visser’s strategy was to change the culture in
Lethbridge’s municipal operations. She began with a
vision: “The new IT system delivers customer-focused,
solution oriented, sustainable, innovative services to
the community.”

Many Canadian municipalities recognize the signiﬁcant
beneﬁts that an enterprise-level IT solution can deliver,
but they can’t justify the cost. In response to this growing
concern, ATCO I-Tek has built an affordable, cloud solution
for Canadian municipalities of all sizes.

To learn more about how our solution can help your municipality,
contact us at 780-418-0623 or info@atcoitek.com

16702136_Atco.indd
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To break down the silo mentality, the city stressed
connecting directly with citizens and striving to make
a difference every day in order to earn the trust and
confidence of the community. Every business unit had
to be a partner in delivering those solutions.
The next step was to talk about the workplace.
Visser stressed that every job position in the city,
whether managerial, strategic, supporting and
operational, were equally important in changing the
culture. By ensuring staff that their jobs were safe, the
city was able to bring the separate silos together and
focus on the business case for decisions. They worked
at identifying and removing obstacles to change and to
delivering services.
“We showed people the reason and the path for
transition, why they had to develop new skills,” Visser
said. “The holistic approach allowed the team to move in
a new direction, deliver innovate, cost-effective , customerfocus and sustainable services to the community and in
the process evolve IT from reliable to innovative.”

Technological Transformation
Enables Innovation
Sven Tretop, Manager IT Architecture & Innovation at
the City of Mississauga, described how implementing
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a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy not only
changed the culture of the municipality, but allowed it
achieve other goals, as well – like doing more with less.
In a BYOD system, employees can use their own
smart phones and other electronic devices to connect
to municipal IT systems. With clear rules and codes of
conduct, the system allowed employees to sync their
work e-mail, calendars and contacts to their own smart
phones and tablets.
“The City of Mississauga is expanding and
upgrading its mobile data network to handle the
expected growth. We’re looking at an increase of
mobile data traffic by 11 times between 2013 and
2018. Mobile video data traffic increased 50 per cent
in 2012, and is projected to grow even more through
2015,” Tretop said.
The BYOD program had a strong take-up by
employees, and the city is now looking at expanding
the program to Bring Your Own Computer. “More than
50 per cent of Fortune 500 companies now allow
employees to bring their own computers to work,”
Tretop added. “The Gartner Group predicts that BYOD
will be mandatory in workplaces by 2017.”
It’s all part of doing more with less – enhancing
and empowering with workforce to take advantage of
technological development while controlling costs.

Paper-Free Forms for Your Municipality!
Let us modernize your paper checklists, inspections, and audits!

Cloud Syncing
Deploy forms for mobile employees
and sync data seamlessly without a trip
to the office.

Smart Devices
Ready to run on your iPads and
iPhones or Android devices.

Works Offline
Ensure accessibility of your forms
without internet connectivity.

Complete Data Collection
Enhance your forms with photos,
voice clips and GPS coordinates.
TESTIMONIAL
“In the field SNAP has saved us time and simplified field
surveys by summarizing sampling data and calculating
confidence levels. In the office it has saved us a
significant amount of staff time through its
ability to summarize and compare data,
generate reports and transfer and compile
information from other district offices.”
Ricardo Velasquez,
District Silvicultural Forester
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Call today or visit us online for more information or to schedule
your free demo. Toll Free 1-800-535-2093 · www.snapdcs.com
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The Social Side
Naturally, it wasn’t all work at this year’s convention.
Delegates began arriving on Sunday, June 1, for a
charity golf tournament, a tour of Ottawa and, in the
evening, a night under the stars at the National Arts
Centre’s Roof Top Terrace.

Innovation
Shrinking budgets, higher expectations and a fastchanging technical environment. It’s a daunting set
of challenges for any IT professional, but those at the
MISA Ontario annual meeting are facing them on with
energy and innovative thinking. ■
699148_ThinkTel.indd 1
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Calgary: October 7th-10th, 2014
Toronto: October 20th-23rd, 2014
MISA members receive a special rate –
check the MISA box when you register at:

SUPERCHARGE
YOUR LEADERSHIP
SKILLS AND ACCELERATE
YOUR CAREER
Boost your leadership potential, develop your practical
management knowledge and grow your value to your
organization. Enroll now for the highly acclaimed
Emerging IT Leader Program from Leaders Beyond.

“

An excellent course for individuals wanting to
understand and practice the skills required to
strategically align information technology with the
business. The program taught my staff to lead more
effectively within our organization.

”

Sabina Visser, General Manager, Information Technology,
City of Lethbridge

www.leadersbeyond.com or call 647-290-7352
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Cloudy with a Chance of Pain
By James Alexander

Senior Vice President, Info-Tech Research Group

TECHNOLOGY IS RAPIDLY changing the way the world
works today. The way we shop, the way we play, the
way we communicate and collaborate, and the way
we work are undergoing dramatic and fundamental
shifts due primarily to the fact that we are increasingly
connected to everyone and everything whenever and
wherever we are.
Mobile phones have been in use for about 30
years now. In that time, we have gone from having
them in our cars, to hooking them onto our belts,
to putting them in our pockets. This increased
intimacy with our mobile devices isn’t stopping there,
though; we have begun to wear them as glasses
and wristwatches, and how long before they are
embedded within our very bodies?
For IT leaders, this means that we need to be able to
deliver data and applications, as well as connectivity,
anywhere, any time, and on any device. One
of the key enablers of that is the Cloud.
We all realize that the Cloud is not a single
place or a single thing. SaaS, IaaS, PaaS,
public, private, internal, external, and a raft
of other offerings make defining the Cloud a
50%
truly murky challenge.
40%
The reality for most organizations is
30%
that there is no single best way to deliver
technology solutions. We will continue
20%
to host infrastructure and applications
10%
on-premise where it makes sense, even
while availing ourselves of the benefits
that various Cloud offerings can provide in
specific situations.

The Challenge of the Cloud
As we increasingly begin to move to hybrid delivery
methodologies, IT leaders are beginning to come to
terms with some harsh realities. Here are the results of
a recent Info-Tech survey where we asked our members
to define their biggest challenges in the Cloud today,
and what they saw as the biggest challenges in the
next two years.
It’s interesting to see that the two biggest challenges
today are really technical issues. In the true tradition
of IT, we believe that we will come up with strategies
to deal with these as standards emerge, and as we
develop the right tools, tactics, and skills in our people.
This is not to diminish their impact today. Take
integration as an example. Envision a scenario where
you have a front-end website hosted on Amazon

Barriers to Cloud Adoption
Now

Integration

Security

Future

Performance

Availability

Cost
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Web Services, you use Salesforce.com for contact
management, Marketing generates campaigns
through Marketo, and your ERP is on-prem. Making
sure you have one version of the truth at any
given moment, for any given department, takes on
exponentially greater complexity.
Security, as well, becomes very different. We spend
considerable time and energy developing strategies
to keep the good stuff in and the bad guys out, but
now we are letting trusted, semi-trusted, and unknown
people gain access to our intellectual property
because that’s the way the world works. And so, the
notion of security becomes all about continuously
assessing the Return on Risk for enabling that access to
systems and data.
The other three challenges our members saw –
performance, availability, and cost – show no signs
of abating in the coming years. In fact, they see them
increasing as challenges, which really makes sense if
you think about it.
The more we put into the Cloud, the more
performance degradation we are likely to see,
because we simply have introduced a greater number
of points of latency. Similarly, availability becomes
a more acute issue because we are now dependent
upon the Cloud for a greater number of tasks within
the business.
And, as far as cost is concerned, we are all very
familiar with the paradigm of cost creep from our
experiences in telecom and datacom. So, we are
rightly concerned that the more reliant we become on
an individual vendor, the less likely we are to move
from that vendor and, therefore, the more susceptible
we will be to price increases.
Our first Cloud undertakings were mainly based
upon a specific need that could be solved through a
specific solution. Often times, these specific solutions
were initiated not by IT, but in another part of the
business. But in the end, it becomes IT’s problem to
deal with. Let’s examine some specific strategies to
deal with these challenges.

The Devil is in the Details
We have been hearing from our members about
numerous issues relating to their current Cloud
implementations. These involve understanding where
specific responsibilities lie, what they contracted for
in terms of items like performance and availability,
and the remedies they have available to them for
non-performance. As you move forward, it’s wise to
examine the following issues:
•	Cloud Terms and Conditions: How can you better
understand and negotiate terms in your
Cloud contracts?
•	Cost Structure and Volatility: How can you create a
cost curve that is more stable and predictable?
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•	Vendor Performance: How can our members better
manage vendors to encourage better performance?
Minimizing surprise and maximizing control are the
new Cloud issues facing CIOs in 2014 and 2015.

Lessons Learned
Info-Tech has learned four key lessons about Cloud
failures from recent research.
The first involves negligible negotiating.
Organizations allow for the survival of predatory
vendor terms – they accept boilerplate language in
their contracts.
The second is the general lack of leverage over
Cloud vendors. A single Cloud vendor controls a large
amount of your data assets, or mission critical business
processes, often leaving you stuck with unfavourable
contract terms.
The third relates to a lack of a comprehensive Plan
B. In the event of a disaster, it’s much more challenging
to find alternate providers and transfer data when short
on time.
The final lesson learned is around understanding
who is really in your Cloud. A lack of understanding of
who actually operates the physical assets underlying
your solution and whether they are contracted to meet
your performance, risk, and cost needs exposes you to
undue risk.

Advice to Best Weather the Storm
Negotiate the Right Conditions

Knowing how your existing contract is structured
and what key points to focus on during negotiations
is critical to ensuring a successful
ongoing implementation.
The first condition you should negotiate is a strategy
to stabilize cost. With over 50 per cent of Cloud
implementations running over their established budget,
this should be a priority.
There are three main tactical recommendations.
The first involves the use of price caps. Price
caps can either be based on the CPI index, a fixed
percentage, or by using other comparable firms or
even the vendor’s list price.
Each of these, individually, is less effective than
when you use them in combination to hedge risk. By
instituting a “Lowest Of” clause, you can limit annual
price increases to the lowest of any of the caps
you select.
Secondly, make sure your new contract has no
minimums for users or data. Doing so only introduces
additional risk if you need to migrate vendors
mid-contract.
Finally, ensure all pre-negotiated overage charges
fall on a cost per unit basis to reap economies of scale.
A vendor is not seeing a greater than 100 per cent
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increase in per unit cost for additional usage, so your
organization shouldn’t either.
Your second condition involves limiting the
language that exposes your data and critical business
processes to cancellation at the vendor’s whim. Many
clauses have standard, boilerplate language that
allows your vendor to cut you off without any sort of
notice or cause.
Here are Info-Tech’s Three Commandments of
Cancellation:
1.		The only time a vendor may unilaterally cancel your
contract and suspend service is when the actions
of your organization threaten the vendor’s ability to
perform its service for others.
2.		Always mediate first. Mediation allows your
organization to develop a Plan B. If the mediation
fails, build in an “un-wind” phase that guarantees
the integrity of your organization’s data while
simultaneously building in migration time to move to
your new vendor.
3.		When there is a dispute, any missed payments are
not grounds for cancellation.

Layer Your Cloud
As thorough as you may have been in your due
diligence around vendor selection, you need to
be prepared for the risk that is inherent in vendor
dependency. Think along the lines of a disaster
recovery plan. What happens when your Cloud
vendor gets out of the Cloud business?
Ensuring provisions are in place to land softly by
creating a secondary Cloud strategy will limit any
disruption to the business.
Start with an open RFP process as a part of every
procurement or renewal. This will ensure you know
the vendor landscape and what price changes are
occurring in the industry.
Secondly, even if you are happy with your primary
Cloud provider, actively contract a second Cloud
vendor for less critical, relatively commoditized
workloads. This will allow for an open relationship
to be built prior to any migration and will spur
competition between vendors.
Finally, to get your data back home, an
organization can run a full-fledged DR scenario
that migrates all data to another vendor or existing
on-prem solution. This can be done right before a
negotiation or cancellation period to ensure data is
fully recovered.

Go Beyond the “Standard SLA” to an “SLA+”
•	Get clear language on what will happen when there
is an outage or service degradation. What is the
diagnostic/recovery procedure? How will progress
be communicated? What is the problem escalation
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procedure? Ensure the onus is on the provider to be
proactive, rather than reactive.
•	Focus on more than simple uptime metrics. Level of
service can be much more complex than “is it on or
off?” Cloud customers are encouraged to arrange for
annual service reviews with the provider and ensure
these reviews have an impact on service renewal
and pricing.

Understand Your Solution Provider Ecosystem
The Cloud is an amorphous abstraction but behind it
all there are real hardware, silicon, and switches and
spinning disks. Customers often look for assurance on
the level of compliance of these facilities with various
security and regulatory frameworks. That’s good. But
you also need to know who owns and controls
the facilities.
If the Cloud service provider is itself a tenant in
somebody else’s facilities, then that has an impact
on service guarantees. This introduces risk because
outages and service levels may be beyond
their control.
Extending your due diligence beyond the primary
contractor is essential.

Getting to Action
Where you are in your relationship with each vendor
determines where you should begin to focus
your energy.
If you are at the assessment stage, you should focus
on understanding who is in your Cloud and building
the framework for your SLA+.
If you are in the negotiation stage, implement your
SLA+ and focus on layering your Cloud to decrease
single vendor leverage and plan for the possibility of
disaster with a comprehensive Cloud DR plan.
Finally, if you are in the operating stage, develop
your Plan B to prepare for when you may need to
migrate. Run periodic DR scenarios to create data
as a hedge against the need to migrate vendors, on
short notice.
Begin tomorrow with a simple contract review.
Doing this internally is an option, but you may not
have the requisite skills at this point. Using an outside
contract review service, like that included in an InfoTech membership, allows you to benefit from a broader
base of experience and expertise.
The challenges of the Cloud will intensify and
demand that we take action. By negotiating the right
conditions, layering your Cloud to decrease single
vendor leverage, clearly understanding the realities
of your service level, and making the most of each of
your vendor relationships, you can minimize any pain
while achieving maximum gain for
your organization. ■
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eGovernment: Mission Possible
By Ashley Fruechting, Vision Internet
READY OR NOT… in this digital age of mobile
technology, municipal websites have become the
go-to source for residents and first impression for
visitors, businesses and families thinking of moving
into a community.
Increasingly, the most progressive local government
websites also are becoming two-way communication
portals that offer citizens accessibility through
interactive content and transparency. The good news
for cities, towns and counties still mired in older
website technology? Achieving the new eGovernment
model is possible for any municipality, regardless
of size.
The recently launched websites of the municipalities
of Lacombe (www.lacombe.ca/) and Fort
Saskatchewan (www.fortsask.ca/) in Alberta and
Port Moody in British Columbia (www.portmoody.ca)
represent this new model.
In Lacombe, interactive areas of the new website
offer a feedback link near the top of every page,
which encourages users to share their thoughts
on topics that range from website content to cityrelated issues such as recycling and zoning. Port
Moody’s new website is an important part of the
city’s communication strategy, harnessing social
media, offering a “We’re Listening” section, and
video-streaming council meetings and public
hearings. In fact, the Port Moody website recently
won an award for creative excellence in
emerging technology.
Another trend local governments are embracing in
order to stay relevant is the use of streamlined content
management systems, such as visionCMS, which
make it easy to keep site information current and
fresh. All the new tools built into this sixth generation
content management system are aimed at boosting
local governments’ ability to deliver services online.
The content editor is so similar to Microsoft Word,
which most employees have used, that transition
and training is quite smooth and simple. Nearly
all departments can maintain their own content,
which speeds information to the public and results in
enormous productivity improvements.
Lacombe’s website takes advantage of nearly all the
visionCMS features, with a huge collection of photos,
video news, local maps, a city/community calendar,
RFP posts and an eNotification system. It also is home
to directories of local businesses, City services, City
officials and staff, as well as a multitude of City forms
and surveys.
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Another big shift is the adoption of responsive
web design for mobile optimization. With the
ever-increasing use of mobile devices and tablets,
local government is seeing the value of making
information available to people on the devices they
are accustomed to using each and every day. Recent
studies estimate that the total number of mobile phone
Internet users worldwide will rise 16.5 per cent in 2014
and maintain double-digit growth through 2016. Local
government websites that embrace responsive design
ensure that all visitors can easily navigate the site no
matter what device they are using.
Responsive design allows websites to detect
the screen resolution of a user’s device and
automatically respond by producing a view of the
site that’s optimized specifically for that screen. Ft.
Saskatchewan’s mapping software, for example, is
integrated with its online events calendar to help
visitors find directions to sporting events and other
town activities via their computer or mobile device.
The path to successful eGovernment lies in
identifying and addressing the goals you have for your
website. Here are seven steps we’ve seen Canadian
municipalities take to achieve success:
1.	Get Residents Involved. A municipal website
is a natural medium for boosting community
engagement. From planning your site to getting
neighbors to constructively share ideas and valuable
feedback, community engagement is a vital part
of the democratic process and essential for every
community. In its quest to promote a healthy, active
community, Lacombe leveraged its website during
a three-week Winter Active Challenge. Forms for
the challenge were posted on the website to make it
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

easy for teams to submit their activities and qualify
for prizes.
Promote Your Website Launch. Use Facebook,
YouTube, Twitter, news releases, community
television and any other medium at your disposal to
let residents know there’s a new and valuable tool
that represents your community to the world, and
simplifies their lives with online government services
available 24-7.
Communicate About Development. Keep
people informed. Share updates and status of
current projects underway in your city. Citizens
who think local government does well sharing
information are more likely to be satisfied with the
overall quality of their community and their
local government.
Promote Area Attractions. Fort Saskatchewan’s
Digital Media Coordinator, Reade Beaudin, refers to
the municipal website as a city’s “digital handshake”
with its community and the outside world. Let your
website serve as your “town crier.” Promoting area
attractions builds community pride, helps local
businesses and boosts your local economy.
Build Your Followers. Promote ongoing twoway communication between citizens and elected
officials. Build in something for everyone. Port
Moody’s e-notification subscribers can sign up for
a choice of 26 calendar and news options, ranging
from arts and cultural events to Fire Hall news
updates and traffic advisories. The website’s built-in
functionality allows for posted news and calendar
items to be pushed out as emails to subscribers or
social media feeds to mobile devices.
Update Pictures at No Cost. Invite residents to
submit photos taken in your community for possible
use on the website. Give your citizen photographers
photo credits for their work. They’ll help spread the
word about how great your site is.
Tell a Unique Story. Create a narrative or share
a local story that gives depth to your site’s content.
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Use of multimedia can bring a story to life and
video will keep visitors coming back for more.
Undertaking a website redesign project is a big step
for any community. The best place to start is by taking
a serious look at the content that’s on your current
website. Is the information easy to find? Is there too
much of it? Think about paring the information down to
make it meaningful and useful for visitors.
If you’re looking to do something innovative, it’s
always helpful to explore what other government
agencies are doing to see what you like. You can also
learn a lot from looking at private sector websites,
which often lead innovation.
As government website developers, we look at
trends in the private sector and translate them in ways
that make sense for the unique needs of the public
sector. It’s a continuing source of ideas and inspiration.
When you’re considering new technology, it’s
important to think about today’s needs as well as what
you’re going to need tomorrow. Website technology is
evolving constantly, as are the demands of local citizens.
A website is never really done. So think about how it’s
going to grow with you and the overall ability of the
content management system or website development
partner to do the same. Ask questions like: How will we
handle changes down the road? What happens if we
need additional customization? How are we going to
continue to stay on top of new technologies as they are
released once we do the launch?

The bottom line is today’s digital technology –
from social media, to text messaging and interactive
websites – is a major force helping to increase citizen
participation and fostering greater accountability of
governments at all levels. As the relationships between
citizens and public institutions change, our job is to
continue to look for what’s next on the horizon to help
local governments anticipate and meet the changing
needs of their constituents. ■
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Citizen Connect: Considerations for
Collaborative Access
By Dave Airey, Air Interactive Media
This article originally appeared in the May 2014 issue
of Canadian Government Executive and is reprinted
with the kind permission of the publisher.
TECHNOLOGY IS MOVING at such speeds that at times
it seems out of control. How can we connect, share
and collaborate on documents, on any device within
government organizations and among citizens and
corporations, without the difficulty of multiple software
solutions and bludgeoning costs?
The current economic climate has created a unique
set of challenges for organizations in all sectors.
Decision-makers are under pressure to constrain
spending, and that includes IT investment and
expenditure. At the same time, organizations must
continually deliver and develop services for citizens
with ever greater expectations of engagement.
Take the experience of the Chamber of Commerce
in two Ontario municipalities. Both needed a secure
collaboration tool to allow Chamber staff to connect
internally and with Chamber members outside the
firewall. Both Chamber presidents noted the lack of
tools and security to do this successfully; rather, each
was reliant on e-mail, which could not meet their
collaboration needs for both internal and external
communication. Additionally, neither was in a position
to employ a costly enterprise solution with all the
burdens of deployment and implementation.
Both need an interface that allows users to
automatically create interactive groups for document
sharing. It has to be easily scalable for sharing with
one or 1,001 users, simply by adding a document to a
group and then inviting users to view it.
Social media tools must be an integral part of the
interaction between internal and external customers.
For example, a chat board, notes (private and shared)
and a ratings system can help minimize restrictions on
location and mobility. Notifications that a document
has been shared through a messaging tab can also
foster usage and implementation.
The collaboration interface should be in real-time
so that colleagues can chat about documents without
the confinements to location, file size and group
numbers. With a chat tool, members can engage with
one another while sharing documents simultaneously.
The ability to display and edit notes in real-time also
eliminates the need to download and print documents

for meetings, or to carry while travelling. This is true
collaborative interaction.
Equally important, IT managers must be able to
easily administrate the interface and oversee day-today functions. Through simplicity, user accounts can be
updated and deleted as required, language support
can be modified per user, users can be promoted to
other roles, and preconfigured reports can be created
for downloading.

Considerations
End users ultimately want simple access to the most
recent versions of their files on any device of any type.
They also want a solution that provides access to
corporate content from any data store (on-premise or in
a cloud). And they want security controls to lower risk
and meet compliance mandates.
There are several considerations for an organization
to take into account as it explores its options. How
many different systems do your employees have to
use to do their jobs? How much time does it take an
employee to learn to use each system effectively?
How easily can an employee find information, share
information, or aggregate information from different
sources?
The costs of IT development, deployment,
implementation and training must be weighed against
the return of improved employee productivity, greater
workforce mobility, document and file sharing,
collaboration tools, BYOD with support for any device,
customer support, communication, and collaboration.
So when you look for a solution to connect, share
and collaborate internally and with citizens externally,
look for a suite of applications that enables you to
collaborate and share documents through a design
surface that can access any mobile or computing
device. It should provide simple controls and
components that can rapidly access your data. ■
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BYOD – Trending
or Hitting
a Wall?

FOR THE PAST two or three years, Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) has been a hot topic for IT leaders.
In May 2013, Gartner called BYOD “the single most
radical change to the economics and culture of client
computing since PCs invaded the workplace,” even
predicting that by 2017, 50 per cent of employers
will require employees to supply their own devices for
work purposes.
More recently, there have been a number of articles
reporting cooling enthusiasm for BYOD and even a
backlash. As with many such topics, perhaps the truth
lies somewhere in between

than 27 million Canadians use either a smartphone
or tablet. Canada has the third highest level of
smartphone penetration in the world, with 63 per cent
of all wireless subscribers now using smartphones.
Another study suggests that a staggering 90 per
cent of full-time American workers use their personal
smartphones for work purposes – but only 11 per cent
receive any kind of reimbursement.
With such penetration, it is not surprising that
workers would want a program that allows them to
avoid carrying two devices, one for work purposes
and a second for personal use.

BYOD Defined

Why BYOD?

Gartner defines BYOD as “a strategy that allows
employees, business partners and other users to use
a personally selected and purchased client device
to execute business applications and access data. It
typically spans smartphones and tablets, but may also
be used for PCs. It may or may not include a subsidy.”
This definition indicates that while a BYOD strategy
may cover the full range of IT devices, the focus has
generally been on smartphones and tablets. With the
arrival of Apple/iOS and then Android devices, along
with the associated decline of Blackberry, there was no
dominant platform in this space.
For older IT leaders, this situation may have been
reminiscent of the early PC era (before the IBM PC),
perhaps the first occasion when technology users were
asking for “consumer devices,” not then supported by IT.
Some even wanted to bring their own Apple 2, TRS-80
and similar devices into the workplace. However, the
potential for an earlier BYOD revolution was snuffed out
with the emergence of the dominant Wintel platform
and corporate IT’s sometimes reluctant acceptance of
these computers into the corporate environment. With a
single platform, personal choice became less relevant
and the corporate provisioning model prevailed.
Today’s interest in BYOD is again spurred by
the variety of smartphone and tablet devices, the
absence of a single dominant standard and the strong
attachment that many users feel to the platform/device
of their choice.
Perhaps equally important is the ubiquity of such
devices. A December 2013 study indicated that more

While the above explains the rationale for BYOD
from the employee’s perspective, most reviews of
suggested benefits for employers include the following:
• Allowing personal devices in the workplace can help
attract or retain millennials and so-called “digital
natives.”
• Users (consumers) now tend to get the latest, cuttingedge technologies first. If they can bring their
devices to work, the organization gets the benefit
of the latest features and capabilities. Users also
upgrade more frequently than the “painfully slow
refresh cycles” of most organizations.
• Users have the devices they prefer and on which
they are most productive and would rather use those
devices than be “stuck with” others selected and
issued by IT.
• People using their own devices are generally techsavvy and used to configuring devices themselves,
potentially relieving IT of this responsibility.
• BYOD can shift costs to employees, with the worker
paying for some, most or all of the costs for the
hardware and services. (In this regard, one industry
analyst recommended that “the enterprise should
subsidize only the service plan… If you buy a
device for an employee and they leave the job a
month later, how are you going to settle up? Better
to keep it simple. The employee owns the device
and the company helps to cover usage costs.” This
recommendation is consistent with a recent CRA
ruling, which confirmed that where an employer
reimburses an employee for “reasonable voice and
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data services required for employment purposes” no
taxable benefit would arise. A taxable benefit might,
however, arise if the employer subsidizes purchase
of the device.
As indicated by the above, much of the argument
for BYOD revolves around employee attraction,
retention, convenience and, perhaps, productivity.
BYOD Toolkit issued for U.S. federal agencies in
August 2012 summarized it this way: “BYOD is about
offering choice. By embracing the consumerization
of information technology (IT), the government can
address the personal preferences of its employees,
offering them increased mobility and better integration
of their personal and work lives. It also enables
employees the flexibility to work in a way that
optimizes their productivity.”
While some case studies also cite cost savings and
the BYOD Toolkit notes that BYOD programs “should
be cost effective,” cost savings rarely seem the primary
motivation, which may be just as well since (as noted
below) such savings may be largely illusory.

Why Not BYOD?
Against these presumed benefits of BYOD, sceptics
have made the following arguments:

• Forrester Research has suggested that the costs
for implementing BYOD can more than offset
any proposed savings. Decreased spending on
equipment can be offset by the cost of Mobile
Device Management (MDM) systems and other
changes required to the network and applications
to provide additional security. (One might, however,
argue that MDM and enhanced network and
application security are requirements in today’s
mobile IT environment, with or without BYOD.)
• Another report suggests that while personal device
use can increase job satisfaction, it doesn’t necessarily
influence job choice. A recent GovLoop survey came
to the same conclusion, with responses fairly evenly
split between those who felt that BYOD did or did not
influence employee recruitment or retention.
• Suggestions that BYOD can reduce IT support seem
unrealistic. Notwithstanding policies that attempt
to limit the level of support that IT provides for such
devices, some support is inevitable, especially for
senior staff. Such support will be more complex
given the range of devices, operating systems and
applications. While a BYOD program does not
need to accept all devices, one which does not
accommodate a reasonable range is unlikely to
achieve its intended benefits.
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But by far the greatest source
of resistance to BYOD comes from
security concerns, including fear
of losing sensitive data or fear of
intrusion resulting from improperly
protected devices.
A December 2013 study
(“BYOD: Is Your Organization
Ready?” co-authored by Telus and
the Ontario Information and Privacy
Commissioner. Ann Cavoukian),
noted the following implications of
use of employee-owned devices in
the workplace:
• Corporate-owned devices
can be assumed to be used
exclusively or primarily for workrelated purposes. Software/
applications can therefore be
restricted to those required for
such purposes. For personallyowned devices, it is understood
that the employee will also be
using the device for personal,
non-work related purposes,
which implies significant
flexibility around applications
permitted on the device.
• Data stored on corporately-owned
devices can likewise be assumed
to be owned by the corporation –
allowing the corporation to access
or erase the data as needed
(for example, if the device is lost
or stolen). The situation is more
complex for personally-owned
devices, which can be assumed
to hold a mix of both corporate
and personal information,
introducing both privacy and
liability implications if personal
data is accessed or erased
(notwithstanding provisions in any
BYOD agreement).
There are various approaches to
addressing such security concerns.
For instance, CESG in the U.K.
insists that before a device can
be used, it must be returned to
a “known good” state (that is,
a firmware reinstall) from which
enterprise device management can
be enforced. Other approaches
include restricting access to or
download of corporate data to
personally owned devices or
ensuring that all such data is

encrypted. One company requires
a specific email app which allows
employees to view attachments, but
not save them to their device.
Many such restrictions can
be implemented through Mobile
Device Management (MDM)
software including:
• Requiring a device password –
which can be remotely reset if
lost or stolen;
• Remote device locking;
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• Performing an enterprise or
device level wipe;
• Enforced data encryption;
• Enforced restrictions (such
as blacklisting or whitelisting
software for downloads);
• Tracking the device location
(which does, however, introduce
privacy concerns);
Another approach allows
partitioning of the device into
corporate and personal partitions

Harness the insight and experience of 30,000+ IT professionals at Info-Tech
Research Group. We turn best practices research into action – with stepby-step blueprints to tackle your key projects and build core IT processes.
»Make decisions based on data
driven research, not instinct
»Proactively manage stakeholders
with CIO Business Vision

»Get inside your CEO’s head
with CEO-CIO Alignment

» Gauge app effectiveness with App.
Portfolio Assessment

»Evaluate vendors

699704_Info.indd 1

»Optimize your spend on
software licensing

Join today at www.infotech.com
Sabina Visser,

General Manager
Information Technology
City of Lethbridge

IT Department has worked with Info-Tech for a number
“ Our
of years. Their high calibre consultants have helped our

organization move IT initiatives forward by providing a
breadth of knowledge both in the relevant industry and
experiences with other organizations. It’s a great partnership.

”
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(“containers”), allowing tight
control over the corporate partition
with increased flexibility on the
personal side. This approach can
allow remote wipe/reset of the
corporate side, without touching
the personal side. Similarly, it can
allow corporate access to the
corporate data (during a discovery
process, for example), without
compromising the employee’s
personal information. (However,
one federal CIO noted that even
“partitioned” devices might be

compromised if a keyboard logger
is inadvertently installed on the
personal side of the device.)
Blackberry Balance,
implemented with a BES 10
server, provides one option
for this type of partitioning or
containerization. Blackberry
Balance can be implemented for
non-Blackberry (Android and iOS)
devices. However, some leading
MDM solutions provide a similar
capability for a full range
of devices.

(604) 669-8178
avi@islandkey.com

Island Key Computer LTD (IKC) has been providing
municipalities with complete IT solutions using
Tier 1 products since 1989.

SOLUTIONS FOR:
Virtualization

Backup Replication Solutions

Enterprise and Storage Disaster Recovery
Network and Server

Ruggedized mobile devices

IKC sells and supports Converged Infrastructure solutions for
Virtualization, Cloud, and Big Data. Our portfolio covers HP switches,
3Par Storage Systems, HP servers and desktop products.
IKC is a proud Value Added Reseller for HP Enterprise,
VMWare, Panasonic, Motion, Lenovo and Veeam.
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As suggested by the above,
however, the security and privacy
implications of BYOD are not trivial,
especially if personal devices are
given broad access to corporate
applications and information.

BYOD Summary and
Prospects
Notwithstanding earlier
excitement and prognostications,
there are some indications that
the BYOD movement has stalled.
A 2014 CompTIA study in Europe
indicated no growth from previous
studies in the percentage of
companies planning to implement
BYOD – and those with “no plans”
remained constant.
Governments, in particular,
have been slow to implement
BYOD, largely due to security
concerns. Both the U.K. and U.S.
government guidelines are cautious
around BYOD. In contrast to their
enthusiastic endorsement of mobile,
the U.S. BYOD Toolkit stresses that
“implementing a BYOD program
is not mandatory” and seems
ambivalent about the proposed
benefits. In the U.K., CESG (the
national security arm of GCHQ)
notes that “while BYOD strategies
are possible for public sector
organizations, they are
not recommended.”
Within Canada, public sector
CIOs (for example, on the Public
Sector CIO Council) have likewise
been cautious or negative, with
some actually pulling back on
previous implementation plans.
Among Canadian municipalities,
there have been some leaders
(City of Mississauga, for one,
as presented at the 2014 MISA
Municipal CIO Summit), but these
have, so far, been the exceptions.
On the other hand, a
recent Deloitte/IBM study
(“Understanding the BYOD
Landscape”) points out that some
level of business use of personal
devices is likely already in place,
whether or not supported by
corporate policy. Employees have
been taking work home to do on
their own computers and laptops

MUNICIPAL

for years, well before BYOD
became a popular buzzword.
Many companies provide VPN
access to support such use.
Allowing, or even supporting,
employees to do work on their
home computers in their own time
does not exactly constitute BYOD.
However, many of the same risks
(such as corporate data residing
on non-protected devices) apply to
such arrangements.
More recently, another acronym,
CYOD (Choose Your Own Device)
has been added to the landscape.
Notwithstanding the similar
acronym, CYOD is not a form of
BYOD. Devices are still companyowned and provisions. CYOD
means only that the company
provides and supports a broader
range of devices, including
smartphones and tablets, from
which employees can choose.
Given the proliferation of devices
and the unquestioned value of
smartphones and tablets for some
work requirements, an expanded
range of offerings seems inevitable
and is probably already in place in
most organizations.
But a true BYOD program
requires more consideration. In fact,
after reading various guidelines on
the steps to be undertaken before
implementing BYOD, many CIOs
might be tempted to reconsider the
benefit in relation to the required
effort. In this regard, CIOs seem
once again caught trying to
balance responding to client needs
or expectations, while ensuring
protection for corporate assets,
that is, balancing customer service
against a corporate guardianship
role. In such situations, CIOs often
find themselves being criticized
for not being sufficiently “customer
focused” and then again for
allowing things to go wrong when
a leak occurs.
Given these trade-offs, those
considering a BYOD program
might focus first on smartphones,
where some savings may be
achievable. Risks can be reduced
by limiting access. to just
voice, email, messaging and or
calendaring applications.

Where business requirements
justify a tablet, providing a
corporate device may still make
more sense (and minimize risk).
In fact, recent figures suggest that
tablet sales may be starting to
decline, being squeezed between
ultra-portable notebooks on one
side and larger screen smartphones
(phablets) on the other. While
tablets still make sense (for certain
workers and applications), it may
make more sense to continue to rely
on corporate provisioning.
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But the last word has yet to be
written on BYOD. The situation
continues to evolve and bears
continued monitoring. For those
interested in this topic, we are
creating a discussion forum and
document repository (for reports
or sample BYOD policies) on the
MISA/ASIM Canada web site
under the Large Municipalities
SIG. Those interested and wishing
to gain access can contact roy.
wiseman@outlook.com. ■
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Ascent offers a range of robust, cost-effective IT solutions:
Networking: Fibre optic / wireless, design, integration & implementation
Data Centre and Cloud: Systems monitoring & management, infrastructure-as-a-Service, co-location
Desktop Support: Help Desk, remote and on-site support
Consulting: Strategy, architecture, migration, operations and project management
Collaboration & Communication Solutions: Corporate intranets

SRA delivers PeopleSoft/Oracle solutions.
Technical and Functional Resources for HRMS,
FSCM, CRM and EPM solutions.

Please call
roy@srastaffing.com
416-296-1772 #2000
to discuss your needs

About Ascent
We are an integrated energy services and solutions provider with
our roots in small towns, yet our capabilities are world class. Our
customers range from industry partners, electrical contractors
and municipalities to private industries, institutions and utilities.
Contact us today to discuss your IT services needs:

sales@ascent.ca
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The role of today’s Municipal IT department is critical in importance. You need to provide a reliable IT
and communications platform on which to stay connected with your community 100% of the time.
We understand the importance of connecting communities. Led by a team of industry-leading technical
experts leveraging our national ﬁbre, cable, and wireless networks and data centres, our solutions are
reliable, secure, and robust. We have been proudly connecting communities for over 50 years.
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